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Abstrat. We alulate the stability of a multiple relaxation region MHD
(MRXMHD) plasma, or stepped-Beltrami plasma, using both variational and tearing
mode treatments. The onguration studied is a periodi ylinder. In the
variational treatment, the problem redues to an eigenvalue problem for the interfae
displaements. For the tearing mode treatment, analyti expressions for the tearing
mode stability parameter ∆′, being the jump in the logarithm in the helial ux aross
the resonant surfae, are found. The stability of these treatments is ompared form = 1
displaements of an illustrative RFP-like onguration, omprising two distint plasma
regions. For pressure-less ongurations, we nd the marginal stability onlusions
of eah treatment to be idential, onrming analyti results in the literature. The
tearing mode treatment also resolves ideal MHD unstable solutions for whih ∆′ →∞:
these orrespond to displaement of a resonant interfae. Wall stabilisation sans
resolve the internal and external ideal kink. Sans with inreasing pressure are also
performed: these indiate that both variational and tearing mode treatments have the
same stability trends with β, and show pressure stabilisation in ongurations with
inreasing edge pressure. Combined, our results suggest that MRXMHD ongurations
whih are stable to ideal perturbations plus tearing modes are automatially in a stable
state. Suh ongurations, and their stability properties, are of emerging importane
in the quest to nd mathematially rigorous solutions of ideal MHD fore balane in
3D geometry.
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1. Introdution
Reently, Hole et al [1℄ proposed a model for a partially relaxed plasma-vauum system.
The purpose of the model, whih abandons all but a small number of ux surfaes,
is to provide a mathematially rigorous foundation for ideal MHD equilibria in 3D
ongurations. The model appeals to both haoti eld lines, that atten the pressure
gradient in haoti regions, and Taylor relaxation, whih fore the plasma gradient to be
zero in Taylor-relaxed regions. The model onsists of a stepped pressure prole, where
the steps orrespond to ideal MHD barriers aross whih an be supported a pressure
or eld jump, or a jump in rotational transform. Our overarhing objetive is the
development of an equilibrium solver for 3D plasmas built on a stepped pressure prole
model. In the 3D ase, we envisage that the barriers an be hosen to be non-resonant
KAM surfaes that survive the onset of eld line haos intrinsi to 3D equilibria. In
between the interfaes, the eld is Beltrami, suh that ∇ × B = µB. The boundary
ondition aross the interfaes is the ontinuity of total pressure p + B2/2µ0. Suh a
model, whih we term a MRXMHD (multiple relaxation regions MHD) model, raises a
number of questions. How should the equilibrium be onstrained? How muh jump in
pressure and/or rotational transform ι- an eah interfae support? Are the interfaes
stable to deformation? Can the lass of stability shed information onto other quasi-
relaxed phenomena?
Previous work has foused on the equilibrium onstraints [2, 3℄, onstrution
of a numerial algorithm for alulation of Beltrami elds between interfaes in 3D
ongurations [4℄, and a variational priniple for the equilibrium and stability of the
multiple interfae onguration in ylindrial plasmas [1℄. We have also explored the
relationship between relaxed plasma equilibrium models disussed here, and entropy
related plasma self-organisation priniples [5℄. The motivation of this paper is to
understand the nature of MRXMHD modes identied from the variational priniple.
Our work omplements a separate in-press publiation [6℄ that unies relaxed and ideal
MHD priniples for onstruting global solutions omprising mixed relaxed and ideal
regions.
Reently, Tassi et al [7℄, performed a tearing mode stability treatment on stepped
µ fore-free equilibria lose to Taylor relaxed states. Their motivation was to develop
a mehanism for the formation of yli Quasi-Single-Heliity (QSH) states observed in
Reverse Field Pinhes [8℄. They onsider a ylindrial plasma divided into two dierent
Beltrami regions, and enased in a perfetly onduting shell, and ompute the tearing
mode stability parameter ∆′ at a resonant radius rs for a helial ux perturbation
χ1(r) = mBz1(r)−κrBθ1(r). Here, r is the radial oordinate, and m and κ the poloidal
and axial wave number. Tassi et al nd ritial values of the jump in µ, beyond whih
the RFP-like plasma is unstable. Based on these, they postulate the QSH state may be
viewed as a small, yli departure from a Taylor-relaxed state.
In this work, we extend the tearing mode stability treatment of Tassi et al [7℄ to
plasmas with nite pressure and a vauum region, and ompare stability onlusions
of our variational treatment to that of a tearing mode stability analysis. Our paper is
arranged as follows : Se. 2 summarises the variational model of stepped pressure
prole plasmas, presented in Hole et al [1℄, and introdues a tearing mode model.
Setion 3 treats MRXMHD plasmas in ylindrial geometry, yielding stability parameter
expressions for both the variational and tearing mode treatments. In Se. 4, we
ompute stability for an example onguration, draw omparisons between the stability
onlusions based on variational and tearing mode treatments, and explore marginal
stability limits in wave-number spae as a funtion of pressure. Finally, Se. 5 ontains
onluding remarks.
2. Multiple-interfae plasma-vauum model
The system omprises N Taylor-relaxed plasma regions, eah separated by an ideal
MHD barrier. The outermost plasma region is enlosed by a vauum, and enased in a
perfetly onduting wall. Figure 1(a) shows the geometry of the system, and introdues
the nomenlature used to desribe the region and interfaes. The regions Ri omprise
the N plasma regions R1 = P1, ...,RN = PN and the vauum region RN+1 = V. Eah
plasma region Pi is bounded by the inner and outer ideal MHD interfaes Ii−1, and Ii
respetively, whilst the vauum is enased by the perfetly onduting wall W.
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Figure 1. Shemati of magneti geometry (a), showing ideal MHD barriers
Ii, the onduting wall W, plasma regions Pi and the vauum V. Panel (b)
shows the q prole used for stability studies in Se. 4, with µ1 = 2 (ore) and
µ2 = 3.6 (edge).
2.1. A variational desription
In previous work [1℄ we outlined our variational priniple, whih lies between that of
Kruskal & Kulsrud [9℄  minimization of total energy W ≡
∫
[B2/2+ p/(γ−1)] (where
p is plasma pressure and γ the ratio of spei heats) under the unountable innity of
onstraints provided by applying ideal MHD within eah uid elementand the relaxed
MHD of Woltjer [10℄ and Taylor [11℄minimization of W holding only the two global
toroidal and poloidal magneti uxes, and the single global ideal-MHD heliity invariant
H ≡
∫
A ·B, onstant. In summary, the energy funtional ould be written
W =
N∑
i=1
Ui −
N∑
i=1
µiHi/2−
N∑
i=1
νiMi (1)
where µi and νi are Lagrange multipliers, and
Ui =
∫
Ri
dτ 3
(
Pi
γ − 1
+
B2i
2µ0
)
, (2)
Mi =
∫
Ri
dτ 3P
1/γ
i , (3)
Hi =
∫
Ri
dτ 3A · ∇ ×A+
∮
C<
p,i
dl ·A
∮
C<
t,i
dl ·A−
∮
C>
p,i
dl ·A
∮
C>
t,i
dl ·A. (4)
The term Ui is the potential energy, Mi the plasma mass, and Hi the magneti heliity
in eah region Ri. In Eqs. (2) - (4), dτ
3
is a volume element, γ the ratio of spei
heats, and Pi, Bi and Ai the equilibrium pressure, magneti eld strength and vetor
potential respetively. The supersripts
>
and
<
denote lokwise and anti-lokwise
rotation, respetively.
Setting the rst variation to zero yields the following set of equations:
Pi; ∇×B = µiB, Pi = const., (5)
Ii; n ·B = 0, [[Pi + 1/2B
2]] = 0, (6)
V; ∇×B = 0, ∇ ·B = 0, (7)
W;n ·B = 0, (8)
where n is a unit vetor normal to the plasma interfae Ii, and [[x]] = xi+1−xi denotes
the hange in quantity x aross the interfae Ii. The boundary onditions, n·B = 0, arise
beause eah interfae and the onduting wall is assumed to have innite ondutivity.
In turn, these imply the toroidal ux in eah plasma region (and the poloidal ux in
the vauum) is onstant during relaxation. Given the vessel with boundary W, the
interfaes Ii, and the magneti eld B, Eqs. (5)-(8) onstitute a boundary problem for
the plasma pressure Pi in eah region Ri.
Minimizing the seond variation subjet to the onstraint of the positive denite
normalization N =
∑N
i
∫
Ii
d2σ|ξi|
2
yields the following set of equations for the variation
in the magneti eld b = δB:
Pi ;∇× b = µib, (9)
Ii ; ξ
∗
i [[B · b]] + ξ
∗
i ξi[[B(n · ∇)B]]− λξ
∗
i ξi = 0, (10)
n · bi,i+1 = Bi,i+1 · ∇ξi + ξin · ∇ × (n×Bi,i+1), (11)
V ;∇× b = 0, ∇ · b = 0, (12)
W;n · b = 0. (13)
Here ξi is the normal displaement of the interfae Ii, and λ the Lagrange multiplier
of the stability treatment, suh that λ < 0 indiates a lower energy state is available.
Using Eqs. (9)-(13) the perturbed ux through eah region an be found. With a
suitable Fourier deomposition hosen, Eq. (11) solves for the unknown oeients of
the perturbed eld in eah region. With substitution, Eq. (10) then beomes a linear
eigenvalue equation for λ.
2.2. Tearing mode treatment
A starting point for the treatment of tearing modes is the set of MHD equations:
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · ρv = 0, (14)
ρ
dv
dt
= J×B−∇p, (15)
d
dt
p
ργgas
= 0, (16)
E+ v ×B = ηJ, (17)
∇× E = − ∂B/∂t, (18)
∇×B = µ0J, (19)
∇ ·B = 0, (20)
being the uid equation of motion, mass ontinuity, the adiabati equation of state,
Ohm's law, Faraday's law, Ampere's law, and the magneti mono-pole ondition,
respetively. The plasma parameters hange aross eah interfae, and aross surfaes
resonant with perturbations of a given heliity.
We solve for the plasma parameters for a zero ow plasma (i.e. v = 0) in outer
regions away from the resonant surfaes where the eets of resistivity are negligible. To
solve, the eld is written B = ∇χ×h+gh, where g and χ are salar funtions of position
and time and h is the helial wave-eld vetor. Next, χ and g are expanded as a Fourier
perturbation, and solutions to the linearised Beltrami equation found. The ODE for
χ1(r), the radial envelope of the linear Fourier perturbation for χ, integrates to a jump
ondition in χ1(r)
′/χ1(r) at eah interfae, expressed in terms of equilibrium parameters.
The plasma growth rate, obtained by linearising Faraday's law and substituting for
E as determined by Ohm's law, is proportional to ∆′ = [χ1(r)
′/χ1(r)]
r+s
r−s
, suh that
∆′ = 0 denotes marginal stability, and ∆′ > 0 instability. The nal expression for ∆′
is a funtion of the equilibrium parameters in the resonant region, as well as jumps in
equilibrium parameters aross the interfaes.
3. MRXMHD ylindrial plasmas
Solutions in an azimuthally-symmetri, axially-periodi ylinder (with axial periodiity
length L = 2piR) are available in Hole et al [1℄. In the ylindrial o-ordinate system
(r, θ, z) they are:
P1 : B = {0, k1J1(µ1r), k1J0(µ1r) },
Pi : B = {0, kiJ1(µir) + diY1(µir), kiJ0(µir) + diY0(µir) },
V : B = {0, BVθ /r, B
V
z },
(21)
where ki, di ∈ ℜ, and J0, J1 and Y0, Y1 are Bessel funtions of the rst kind of order 0,
1, and seond kind of order 0, 1, respetively. The terms BVθ and B
V
z are onstants.
The onstant d1 is zero in the plasma ore P1, beause the Bessel funtions Y0(µ1r)
and Y1(µ1r) have a simple pole at r = 0. Radius is normalized to the plasma-vauum
boundary, loated at r = 1. The equilibrium is onstrained by the 4N + 1 parameters:
{k1, ..., kN , d2, ..., dN , µ1, ..., µN , r1, ...rN−1, rw, B
V
θ , B
V
z }, (22)
where ri are the radial positions of the N ideal MHD barriers, and rw is the radial
position of the onduting wall. Equivalent representations, and the mapping between
these solutions has been disussed in earlier work [1-3℄.
3.1. Stability from a variational priniple
We have assessed stability using a Fourier deomposition in the poloidal and axial
diretions for the perturbed eld b = ∇× a and the displaements ξi of eah interfae.
That is,
b = b˜ei(mθ+κz), ξi = Xie
i(mθ+κz), (23)
where m, κ are the Fourier poloidal mode-number and axial wave-number, and b˜ and
Xi are omplex Fourier amplitudes. Under these substitutions, and after solving for the
eld in eah region, Eq. (10) redues to an eigenvalue matrix equation η · X = λX
with olumn eigenvetor X = (ξ1, ..., ξN)
T
, eigenvalue λ, and η a N ×N tridiagonal real
matrix.
3.2. Tearing mode stability
In the helial oordinate u = mθ + κz, a divergene-less B an be written
B(r, u) = ∇χ(r, u)× h+ g(r, u)h, (24)
where χ is a the helial ux, and g a helial eld. The vetor h is dened by
h = f(r)∇r × ∇u, where f(r) = r/(m2 + k2r2) is a metri term. As in Tassi et al
we searh for helial perturbations of the form
χ(r, u, t) = χ0(r) + χ1(r)e
γt+iu, g(r, u, t) = g0(r) + g1(r)e
γt+iu. (25)
In this representation, resonant surfaes are those for whih χ′0(r) = 0. The equilibrium
eld satises the Beltrami equation, giving rise to µ = g′0(r)/χ
′
0(r), suh that the
rotational transform an be written
ι- = −
R
r
×
rκg0(r)/χ
′
0(r) +m
mg0(r)/χ′0(r)− rκ
. (26)
By writing the inompressible veloity eld in a similar form to Eq. (24), and expanding
ontinuity to rst order, it is possible to show perturbations in the ow, pressure and
mass density do not aet marginal stability.
In eah of the plasma regions, projetions of the linearised Beltrami equation along
h and ∇r yield
g1 = g
′
0(r)/χ
′
0(r)χ1(r), (27)
χ0(r)
[
χ′′1(r) +
f ′(r)
f(r)
χ′1(r) +
(
µ2 −
1
rf(r)
+
g0(r)
χ′0(r)
µ′ +
2mκ
m2 + κ2r2
µ
)
χ1(r)
]
= 0, (28)
where µ′ vanishes everywhere exept at r = rstep, where it beomes singular. These
are idential to Eqs. (27) and (29) of Tassi et al . Equation (28) redues to a
Bessel or modied Bessel equation in the transformed variables xi =
√
|µ2i − κ
2|r
and xV = |κ|r. In the i'th region, and either side of the resonant surfae, solutions
are dierent ombinations of Bessel or modied Bessel funtions with undetermined
oeients ζi,Λi, ζi−s,Λi−s and ζi+s,Λi+s, respetively. As only the ratio χ
′
1(r)/χ1(r)
appears in ∆′, its value is unaeted by normalizing ζ = 1 in eah interval and region.
The requirement of boundedness at r = 0, and the presene of perfetly onduting wall
implies
χ1(0) = χ0, χ1(rw) = 0. (29)
Noting that the perturbed ux must be ontinuous aross eah interfae, Eq. (28) an
then be integrated about eah interfae to yield[[
χ′0(r)
χ′1(r)
χ1(r)
]]
=
[[
−χ′0(r)
g0(r)
χ′0(r)
µ
]]
(30)
The parametri dependene an also be examined by solving for χ0(r) and using Eq.
(26) to eliminate
g0(r)
χ′
0
(r)
. Solving equilibrium for χ0(r) gives
χ′0(r) = B
√√√√ m2 + κ2r2(
−mR/r+κR ι-r/R
ι-m+κR
)2
+ 1
= F (B, r, R,m, κ). (31)
Finally, eliminating χ0(r) and
g0(r)
χ′
0
(r)
, Eq. (30) an then be rewritten[[
F (B, r, R,m, κ)x
χ′1(x)
χ1(x)
]]
= [[G(B, µ, ι-, r, R,m, κ)]] , (32)
where
G(B, µ, ι-, r, R,m, κ) = rµF (B, r, R,m, κ)×
mR/r − κR ι-r/R
ι-m+ κR
. (33)
With ζ = 1 everywhere, the tearing mode parameter ∆′ is a funtion of Λ in eah
interval, whih is uniquely determined by the set of onstraints given by Eq. (32) at
eah interfae. That is, the inner boundary ondition (28) yields Λ1 = 0. If for instane
the resonant surfae lies in R2, Eq. (32) evaluated at interfae I1 and I2 solves for Λ2−s
in terms of Λ1 and Λ2+s in terms of ΛV , respetively. The onduting wall boundary
ondition solves for ΛV .
Changes in the eld strength B at any interfae enter Eq. (30) through the solution
to χ0(
′r), given by Eq. (31). Stability is hene a property of the rotational transform,
the position of the barriers, the Lagrange multipliers, the rotational transform, and any
jumps in the pressure or rotational transform aross the interfaes. Our working redues
to Tassi et al in the limit of no pressure, eld or rotational transform jumps aross the
interfaes, and no vauum.
4. Stability for an RFP-like onguration
We have ompared stability onlusions using variational and tearing mode treatments
for an illustrative onguration. The example hosen is guided by earlier detailed
working [1℄, where the ore Lagrange multiplier was µ1 = 2. The rst interfae is
plaed at r = 0.5, and the axial periodiity length hosen to be 20pi, suh that the
eetive aspet ratio r/R = 1/10 is small. The jump in safety fator between the
internal interfae and the plasma-vauum boundary has been hosen to resemble Hole
et al , subjet to the dierent R values used for the two treatments (R = 1/(2pi) in Hole
et al ). We have used µ2 = 3.6, whih requires d2/k2 = 0.77 for the rotational transform
prole to be ontinuous. A seond motivation for this hoie is the similarity to q proles
of high onnement reverse eld pinhes, suh as the Madison Symmetri Torus [12℄ and
RFX-mod [13℄, although the hange in µ is greatly exaggerated in this work. The plasma
pressure is seleted by the parametrization β1 = p1/(B
2
V /2µ0), β2 = p2/(B
2
V /2µ0).
Exept for the nal san over β, a pressure-less plasma is assumed (i.e. β1 = β2 = 0).
Figure 1(b) shows the q prole for the hosen equilibrium, where q = 1/ ι-.
Figure 2(a) is a dispersion urve for m = 1 modes, showing λ omputed using
the variational treatment, and −rs∆
′
omputed for modes resonant within the plasma.
Marginal stability orresponds to λ = 0 and∆′ = 0: these overlap identially in Fig.2(a).
Modes with n = −16 and n = 12 orresponds to a perturbation near-resonant with the
outer and inner interfaes (q(r2) ≈ −1/16 and q(r1) ≈ 1/12) respetively.
In our variational treatment, we have presribed no relationship between ξ and b
in the relaxed regions. As suh, exepting at the ideal interfaes, eld line resonane in
suh plasmas is not expliitly resolved. Expressions an however be onstruted whih
provide an estimate of the loalization of the mode rs,eff , and a onvenient hoie is
r2s,eff =
∑N
i=1(riXi)
2
, where the eigenvetors are normalised suh that X ·XH = 1, with
H the Hermitian.
Figure 2(b) shows a omparison of rs,eff to rs, in whih modes unstable to variational
and tearing modes have been identied. Agreement between rs,eff and rs is qualitatively
good in the interval over whih the plasma in unstable, and exellent near the interfaes.
The n = −16 and n = 9 modes are near resonant with the outer and inner interfae,
respetively. As shown in Fig. 3(a), a stability san with wall radius indiates that
in the limit rw → 1, modes for n < 0 are wall-stabilized. In the limit that the outer
interfae is made resonant with the n = −16 tearing mode (for example by hanging
R), ∆′ →∞. This mode is the urrent driven external kink of ideal MHD. Conversely,
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Figure 2. Dispersion urves (a) and mode loalization (b) of m = 1 modes of a
pressure-less MRXMHD plasma with q prole given by Fig. 1(b). In panel (a),
the solid lines are eigenvalues (λ) of the MRXMHD treatment, and represent
dierent eigenfuntions, while the points are values of −0.002×rs∆
′
determined
from tearing mode analysis of Se. 3.2. The vertial dashed lines orrespond to
zeros in λ. Panel (b) shows the resonant surfaes rs of tearing modes (points),
and eetive loalization rs,eff of modes using the variational treatment (solid
line). The solid points and ross-hairs denote stable and unstable tearing modes,
respetively. The heavy solid line denotes solutions for whih λ < 0, and the
dashed vertial lines orrespond to marginal stability, λ = 0.
the unstable range for n ≥ 12 is only very weakly aeted by the wall position. If the
inner interfae is mode resonant with the perturbation, ∆′ →∞, and the mode is ideal
unstable. This is the internal kink of ideal MHD.
Reently, Mills et al [6℄ demonstrated that one an unify ideal and relaxed
variational treatments by extending the relationship between b and ξ through the
Newomb gauge a = ξ × B. If this variational treatment is followed, rational surfaes
do expliitly enter the expression for ξ as derived from br, the variation in the radial
part of the magneti eld, and so both relaxed and tearing modes beome loalised at
the resonant surfae rs.
The ndings of Fig. 2, obtained for a pressure-less plasma, agree with that of
Furth et al [14℄, who showed that for ylindrial pressure-less plasma with no vauum,
∆′ is linear with the seond variation in the magneti energy driving the tearing mode.
We have also ompared stability onlusions drawn from variational and tearing mode
treatments as a funtion of β. We nd that while both variational and tearing mode
treatments have the same stability trends with β, the marginal stability limit of the
variational treatment (for a given m and n) is lower than that of tearing modes. A
study is ongoing into the ause of this disrepany, as well as formally relating δ2W to
δ′
Finally, Fig. 3(b) is a plot of the marginal stability boundary (λ = 0) in n − β
spae for m = 1 eigenmodes of the variational treatment. The two pressure prole
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Figure 3. Wall stabilization (a) and marginal stability pressure dependene
(b) of MRXMHD plasmas unstable to m = 1 modes. Panel (a) shows the
dispersion urves of MRXMHD plasmas unstable to m = 1 modes as a funtion
of n for dierent onduting wall radii. In panel (b) marginal stability n − β
spae is shown for dierent pressure prole ongurations. The solid lines are
for the pressure in the outer region set to zero (β2 = 0), while the dashed line
orresponds to zero ore pressure (β1 = 0).
ongurations that have been studied are β1 = 0 and β2 = 0. Trends in the marginal
stability boundary an be understood by relating the radial loation of the mode
resonant surfae to the analog of radial pressure gradient in the MRXMHD model:
the sign and magnitude of nearby pressure jumps. For n > 0 modes resonant near the
rst interfae, an inreasing ore pressure inreases the pressure drop aross the rst
interfae, and so destabilises the plasma. Conversely, inreasing the edge pressure leads
to a pressure jump aross the rst interfae, and so stabilises the internal modes. For
β2 > 0.3 all m = 1 internal modes (n > 0) are ompletely stabilised. For the n < 0
modes resonant near the edge, hanges in the ore pressure have little eet, while
inreasing the edge pressure destabilises the plasma.
5. Conlusions
We have omputed the stability of multiple relaxation region MHD (MRXMHD) plasmas
using both a variational and a tearing mode treatment, evaluated in a periodi ylindrial
onguration. The marginal stability onlusions of the two treatments for a zero β
plasma, as well as the trends with β, appear to be idential, in agreement with earlier
analyti working by Furth et al [14℄. Some disrepany exists between the marginal
stability boundaries of variational and tearing mode treatments for nonzero β, with
the stability limit of variational plasmas lower than that of tearing modes. A study is
underway to resolve this disrepany.
The overarhing aim of this work is to eluidate the nature of perturbations
available to MRXMHD equilibria, whih in turn, are motivated by our quest for
mathematially rigorous solutions of ideal MHD fore balane in 3D geometry. Our
working builds of Tassi et al to nonzero β multiple region relaxed plasmas with vauum,
and omplements Mills et al , who demonstrated that that one an unify ideal and
relaxed variational treatments through the Newomb gauge. Combined, these results
suggest that MRXMHD ongurations whih are stable to ideal perturbations plus
tearing modes are automatially in a stable equilibrium state.
In ongoing work we are developing a faster numerial algorithm for the onstrution
of 3D MRXMHD plasmas, and exploring the maximum pressure jump an interfae an
support before it is destroyed by haos.
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